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About Item

1. Omni directional:With an Omnidirectional pickup pattern, the microphone captures the
sound from all directions, whether it be from a guitarist's amplifier or a vocalist's voice,
while it picks audio signals very efficiently and produces crystal clear audio

2. Industry standard: The 5 Core dynamic microphone is the preferred choice of performers
worldwide, providing an industry standard for bringing any performance to life, whether in a
club or stadium setting. It has a dedicated On/ Off switch button.

3. Clarity & care: Delivering warm and crisp sound with clarity and care, this XLR microphone
features an Omni-directional pickup pattern reproducing every note as intended, ensuring
consistent performance after performance.

4. Leave background noise behind: Keep background noise out of the mix with the 5 Core
dynamic microphone, equipped with a sphericalmesh grille and built-in pop filter, ensuring
that only the intended sound is captured.

5. Drop the mic: Built to last, the 5 Core wired microphone features durable construction and
can withstand the rigors of regular use. Making it the ideal companion for performers on the
road, able to withstand the most demanding performance.



Product Description

The 5 Core dynamic microphone is essential for performers of all levels. With its
reliable and consistent performance, this XLR microphone has become an industry
standard for capturing clear and accurate sound in live settings. Featuring an
Omni-directional pickup pattern, the microphone reduces every note as intended,
delivering a warm, crisp sound every time.

The XLR microphone's Omnidirectional pickup pattern ensures that the source signal is
captured from all directions. The microphone's durable construction makes it an ideal
choice for performers on the road, ensuring that it can withstand even the most
demanding performance.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority with a proven track record of delivering
the highest quality product since 1984.

Features

Compatibility XLR Cable Premium Sound Reliable

The dynamic
microphone is
compatible with most
audio systems, including
DVD players, mixers, and
home theater.

Fully shielded XLR
cable for minimal
interference over
long distances.

The dynamic
microphone
provides power and
clarity, ideal for
studio and stage
use.

5 Core microphones
are trusted by
performers of all
levels for their
professional utility &
high performance.

Product specification:

● Premium-quality ferrite magnet in cartridge.
● Good reception of the Microphone.
● 4.5m coaxial, shielded low-noise cable.
● Metal with thick foam for shock/dust proofing cartridge.
● Universally-matched 3-pin professional XLR connector.

Package includes

● 1x Mic clip
● 1x A-54 dynamic mic
● 1x 16 Feet XLR cable



Usages

Wire microphone is ideal for recording instruments.

Use the dynamic microphone for live vocal performance.

A durable microphone is perfect for public events or rallies.

The XLR microphone can be used for podcasts or voice-overs.

The dynamic microphone can be used during a meeting or video conferencing.

Benefits of products

Provides optimal clarity and punch.

Compatible with most PA audio systems.

Minimizes background noise and feedback.

Captures source signal with high accuracy.

Reproduces audio without interference from other instruments or speakers on stage.





Handheld dynamic microphone
Handheld dynamic microphone
with rugged grille and optimized
frequency response, providing
uncompromising vocal
reproduction.

Easy to operate
No battery required for
operation, an external on/off
switch on it for easy control
of audio (Push up is ON,
push down is OFF).

Microphone with 16ft cable
16ft strong a XLR DELUXE TO
1/4 AUDIO METAL JACK for a
large moving range, no
distraction from the limited
wire length anymore.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

4.5m coaxial, shielded low noise cable.

Premium-quality ferrite magnet in cartridge.

Universally-matched 3-pin professional XLR connector.

Metal with thick foam for shock/dust proofing cartridge.



5 Core dynamic microphone offers professional-grade sound recording capabilities.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The Trustworthy Choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

XLR cable Yes No

Durable?˜ Yes No

Best Deal Yes No



About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question:What is the cable length?

Answer: The cable length is 16 feet.

Question:What kind of events is this microphone suitable for?

Answer: This microphone is perfect for all kinds of live events, including presentations,
weddings, conferences, singing, and more.

Question: Can I use the XLR microphone for recording in a studio?

Answer: Yes, this XLR microphone is versatile and can be used for stage and recording
applications.

Question:What is the frequency response of the dynamic microphone?

Answer: The dynamic microphone has an 80Hz to 12 kHz frequency response.



Question:What is an?˜Omni-directional pickup pattern pickup pattern

Answer: An Omni-directional pickup pattern is a directional microphone that captures
sound from 360 degrees.


